This outstandingly vital work is a breakthrough in the historiography of English anti-vaccinationism. Gone is the generations-old emphasis on organizations at the national level; gone the top-down conflation of the chronological framework, based on laws and lobbyings, with the whole building.

Instead, we have an often riveting emphasis on how discourses interweave and broadly inter-reverberate. In overall vaccinal historiography, however, campaigns are not won by inter-reverberations. Worse, while any historian is almost bound to privilege some voices over others, "anti" sources are here over-privileged. Durbach is plausible when reporting "\[s\]ome public vaccinators" as making "illegal rounds, forcibly vaccinating unsupervised children" (p. 74). But the reader\'s footnote-thumb (for which object, see below) turns up merely one reference in an "anti" monthly: either find a contrasting source or two, or unleash old weasels such as "allegedly". Outside the spotlight, at least twenty non-discursive clumsinesses clatter by. The 1898 Act extended the period for parents to get their children vaccinated to six months (Clause 1), not to twelve (p. 178). Jenner simply "invented" vaccination (p. 20).

Nor is Durbach interested in the sometimes confusing range of pre-1898 operative methods: not only in the rhetorical world of chapter-headings is "the lancet" made to do all the work. Thus, memories become the workhorse, "perpetuat\[ing\] well into the twentieth century" the "(often working-class) fears of heroic medicine evident from at least the 1850s" (pp. 144--5). Self-evidently, memories---family, neighbourhood, mediated---were powerful. But any implication that they fed mainly off themselves needs balancing with research on, among much else, changes within private operations, and in the enforcement of officially-approved methods within public operations. Such research is admittedly difficult and of complicated relevance but, without it, every soldier at Waterloo remains British.

Durbach\'s "discourse"-based perspective on vaccinal relations encourages her to leave unnamed many obscure(d) names, not only of "antis". Flights to Colindale or the Milnes Collection cost money: must discursiveness obstruct cross-referencing? In such a multi-dimensional field, prosopography is no mere long word but a vital qanat.

Discursiveness also encourages a broad-brush, sometimes almost achronic, accumulation of instances. Specialists had been worrying about vaccinal syphilis decades before Durbach\'s too indirectly-sourced 1880s (p. 132). "A Home Office circular of 1906" and "memoranda of 1904 and 1906" (pp. 188--9) are footnoted to "1904". Admittedly, either date is plausible, but the contexts subtly differ. Too often, quotations which, amid the text, feel contemporaneous turn out to hale secondarily from other years or decades.

Durbach\'s merely two pages on 'The Aftermath of the \[1907\] Act' (pp. 196--7) are a curate\'s egg: delicious irony that Walter Long, who had presided over "the largely ineffectual and heavily criticised" 1898--1907 compromise on "consciences" during most of its fraught life, should pop up during 1915--16 "in charge of managing the terms of exemption from military service"; but seeming lack of curiosity about further falls in infantile vaccination-rates during 1911--14, let alone about Britain\'s partly resulting interwar status as the smallpox-capital of Europe. The latter would have sharpened her concluding gesture towards the recent MMR controversy (p. 204). Furthermore, the early years of the 1898 compromise were a worrying time for many anti-vaccinators who saw it as far from "ineffectual": the changing provenance of Durbach\'s heavy critics is itself an aspect of the story.

Another tantalizing opportunity remains unperceived: not merely "according to anti-vaccinators" was Henry Chaplin, Long\'s predecessor at the Local Government Board, "the Toryest \[*sic*\] of Tories" (p. 177). The briefest perusal of almost any extra-vaccinal source would have confirmed him as a feudal caricature of the hunting Tory squire: boon feasting-crony of the Prince of Wales, bane of the strongest horse in any stable, and lucky to have lived between the eras of Gillray and Scarfe. If medical historians ever want a wider readership, they must relate widely.

Where relations with labour historiography need nuancing, a softer curate\'s egg is thrown. On pages 92--4, we begin with the exciting claim that "\[w\]orking-class resistance to the vaccination-laws ... reveals the centrality of the body to the production of, and the meanings generated around, class in nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Britain". We end in a chronological mush of a paragraph in which, from the 1860s to the 1900s, "emerging \[in fact, often short-lived\] socialist organisations" are first rightly differentiated but then lumped together as philistine. Cement for the lumping comes during seven lines around that cantankerously narrow-minded stockbroker, H M Hyndman: no typical worker or socialist. We have to presume that the quotation from him dates from the early 1900s: given the often secondary sourcing, over-compression leaves our dating too dependent on the immediate context. If so, his by then two-decades-stale hegemony, even over Marxists, was wilting in face of working-class-born activists such as George Lansbury of Poplar: a non-vaccinating parent and, around 1911, star of "anti" oratory while also a nationally prominent semi-syndicalist and pro-suffragette. Just incidentally: from 1931 to 1935, he was also to lead the Labour Party. In mitigation: all Lansbury biographies follow his autobiography in omitting his anti-vaccinationism. So much for secondaries, and some primaries. From elsewhere, Durbach notes (p. 94) the 1903 anti-vaccinationism of Reading\'s *Labour Herald*: particularly unsurprising after the key 1898 by-election, during which Hyndman\'s sectarianism happens to have sealed his candidate\'s fate. She would have done better to mention the non- or anti-vaccinationism of, say, Robert Blatchford, Will Crooks, George Bernard Shaw and countless other socialists, before brandishing her contrast between socialist and working-class cultures.

To judge from the absence of jacket-adverts, this book splendidly opens its series. If so, is there time to implore the publishers to rethink presentation? The footnote-pages are headed with chapter---not text-page---numbers not even, unlike the text-pages, chapter-titles. Result? Myriad palimpsestuous labyrinths, explored three-handedly.

As Durbach turns out to thank this reviewer with typical generosity, he "hereby declares" that he deliberately skipped her Acknowledgements until after completing his review, for fear of meeting too many friends beforehand.
